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acoustic concepts

1:  Ways in which sound affects us.
2:  What is noise? / Sound properties.
4:  What are the implications? (Case studies)
5:  How it works.
6:  How to make it better. 
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How 

sound

affects 

us?
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What are the implications?
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Work
In open plan offices people need space 

for quiet concentration, open 

communication, private conversations

Source: Julian treasure et. al.
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investigated whether noise is disruptive to two office-related tasks: memory + mental arithmetic



Among respondents dissatisfied with acoustics, 

the most prevalent problems are: 

• “People talking on the phone”

• “People overhearing private conversations” and 

• “People talking in surrounding offices”. 

Proceedings: Indoor Air 2005 

ACOUSTICAL QUALITY IN OFFICE WORKSTATIONS, AS ASSESSED BY OCCUPANT SURVEYS 

KL Jensen, E Arens, L Zagreus

Source: Julian treasure et. al.



Nobody’s perfect

*Hearing Loss Association of America

• Impaired hearing (20%)*

• Second language speakers

• Introverts 



How many of you are introverts?

“if you’re an introvert you’re prone to being 

overstimulated by intense, prolonged social 

interaction.”

• 1 in 3 people is an 

introvert

• It’s different from being 

shy

• They thrive in quiet 

environments

• Maximizing creativity 

/productivity /inventing 

power of solitude

• Eleanor Roosevelt, 

Gandhi, Darwin, Steve 

Wozniak, Christina 

Aguilera, Bill Gates, 

Albert Einstein, Rosa 

Parks 



50%

Siebein 1998

600 classrooms in Florida

Source: Julian treasure et. al.



Summary overview
:

• Key facts about: Noise, The way we hear, Signal to noise ratio, Reverberation

• Solutions: Absorption, Blocking, Covering, reflection and diffusion

• Guidelines for comparing standards 

• Acoustic Tools

• Product solutions by MTM: Glass partitions, acoustic panels, furniture.

How it Works



What is noise?



Copyright: Desso and KCGM Noise Monitoring Results



A change of 2 dB is normally imperceptible 

to human ear

Although +/- 3dB is doubling the power of a 

sound +10 dB is what we tend to hear as 

doubled intensity 

(+/- 20 dB is perceived as quadrupled). 

The way we hear
• change in the ambient pressure

• Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is expressed in dB

• dB (Decibel) - a logarithmic unit that indicates power or intensity of sound



signal-to-noise ratio
Intelligibility of spoken

information 

Comparing loudness

of the voice signal

to the background noise

reverberation
Persistence of sound in a 

room after the source has

stopped. (Echo)

Source: Julian treasure et. al.



Reverberation
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Reverberation



How to tackle the problem?

It’s as simple as ABCd



1: Absorbing (Rw) / Reflection /Difusion
Sound absorption refers to the noise and echo effect in an area. It positively 

affects both intensity and duration of noise

• Each frequency (pitch) has its own wavelength. High 

frequency - short wavelength, Low frequency - long 

wavelength.

• Absorber must be thick enough to target energy at speech 

frequencies (at least 20 mm thick).

• The placement of absorption on a surface does not affect 

direct sound (i.e. from the speakers mouth) but will reduce 

reflections off hard surfaces which lead to decreased speech 

intelligibility and increased noise levels.

• Measurement method (EN ISO 354 / or EN ISO 11654 for 

plane absorbers and classification) 

• acoustic ceilings, wall absorbers, acoustic screens, carpets and 

rugs

• lowered ambient noise levels will cause occupants to speak at 

a lower sound level, thereby preventing the occurrence of the 

cocktail party effect.

Ref. Acousticfacts



2: Blocking - Impact sound insulation (Lnw)

• Describes the alteration of the sound path using obstacles.

• In order to interrupt sound on its path across a room or office, 

a suitable barrier has to be placed between the source and 

receiver. The barrier should be suitably massive in order to 

stop sound travelling through it easily and suitably tall and 

long to minimise sound travelling over and around it.

• e.g. screens, panels, walls, baffles, raised floors, carpets, 

partitioning.

• Interacting interfaces

Acoustics at work, 2011



Apples and Oranges:

Absorption Blocking



Apples to Apples:

OLD NEW

standards change, so product test certificates should be from within a 5year period 



Oranges to oranges:

*gross generalization

*



Oranges to oranges:

= 

80-250Hz



The weighted sound absorption coefficient αw vs NRC:

http://www.fellert.com/blog/interestingfacts/nrc-weighted-alpha-value-sound-

absorption-class-what-does-it-really-mean-pt-2/



Absorption & reflection:

Absorption :

Reflection:

Absorption & 

reflection:



3: Covering / masking sound
Sound masking is the addition of natural or 

artificial sound (such as white noise or pink 

noise) into an environment to cover up unwanted 

sound by using auditory masking. 

• Focuses on creating speech privacy so workers can 

concentrate better and be more productive

• “[…]Masked noise subjects performed better than 

those in the unmasked condition on both 

complexity and a simple attention task; they felt 

more aroused but less disturbed or stressed by the 

environment.” Loewen, L. J., & Suedfeld, P. (1992). “Cognitive and 

Arousal Effects of Masking Office Noise.” 

• Effects on productivity and annoyance vary 

depending on individual factors (e.g. noise 

acceptance, high vs low sensitivity). Kaczmarksa, 

International Journal of Occupational Safety and Ergonomics (JOSE) 2007



Understanding the client’s needs:

Concentration

Comfort

Wellbeing

Retention

Performance

Speech privacy

Open communication

Flexibility

Transparency

1. Interaction / collaboration type required

2. Nature of work 

3. Zones 



Acoustic tools

Articulation Index (AI) & Speech Intelligibility 

Index (SII)

• Measuring speech intelligibility is similar to signal 

to noise ratio.

• Maximum intelligibility - a score of 1.0, and 

maximum unintelligibility - a score of 0.0.

• each 6 dB increase in ambient noise levels in 

open-plan offices generally results in an AI 

decrease of 0.2. Pirn (1971), 

• for good communication the AI should be around

0.5 or higher

• for normal privacy - AI 0.05-0.20

• for confidential privacy - AI of 0.00-0.05

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) developed and established a 

standard for calculating the AI in 1969, ANSI S3.5-1969 (American National 

Standards Institute, 1970). “



Acoustic tools
Online tools - Websites of independent acoustic consultants containing information about 

products, test comparisons and online acoustic calculators (EN ISO 354, EN ISO 11654).

Before After

www.acousticfacts.com



noise control
Less noise means a healthier and more productive workforce.

• Communication is easier

• Better concentration

• Less stress

• Increased efficiency

MTM supports responsible design through our commitment to

innovation, quality and continuous improvement. We 

believe in social responsibility to each other, our partners, and the 

environment. We believe in constructive discontent and are 

always looking for a better way. 

MTM Solutions - founded in 2004, takes a holistic view of the workplace, from strategic vision to implementation and ongoing 

operating lifecycle, we are dedicated to understanding our clients’ needs, and in collaboration with our global network of partners, 

providing our clients with the most advanced and appropriate solutions and expertise available. 



Thank You
This presentation was prepared based on and related to the work of Jason Fried, Sir Ken

Robinson, Dan Pink, Julian Treasure et al., Susan Cain, Martin Antony, Philip Tetlock,

Gregory Burns, Mark A. W. Andrews, Tom DeMarco, Timothy Lister, Alistair Horscroft.

Additional data and articles used and contributors include: The University of Bremen, Daily

Mail, KCGM Noise Monitoring Results, Hearing Loss Association of America, Jensen 2005

Indoor-air, European Journal of Scientific research – Nicolas Gueguen et.al., James E.

West 2008 – Noise in hospitals, Christina Bodin Danielsson - The Royal Institute of

Technology, Anna Kaczmarska, Göran Söderlund and Sverker Sikström, Valtteri Hongisto,

David M. Sykes, Acousticfacts, acoustics.com, Mark A. W. Andrews and others (please

refer to footnotes).



P R O P O S E D A C O U S T I C  S O L U T I O N S :

Lead time: 4-6 weeks

• CLASS A  ACOUSTIC 

ABSORPTION

• BRANDING

• DESIGN

Client References:

Window wall

Bits Wall

Triline WallAirflake



Triline Wall is an acoustic wall panel employing 

the same basic triangular shape as Triline.

The angled shape of Triline is not only an 

aesthetic statement; it also adds extended 

acoustic qualities

The three-dimensional triangular section of the 

wall panel prevents the sound waves from 

bouncing straight back

The Triline wall panel uses hidden mounting 

bars that allow the panel to be hung either 

horizontally or vertically

The Triline wall panel uses hidden mounting 

bars that allow the panel to be hung either 

horizontally or vertically which gives further 

possibilities with patterns

The size of 800 x 400 mm enables creating both 

symmetrical and asymmetrical formations

design by  Anya Sebton

Triline WallAcoustic Panels



Bits wall is a new triangular module, which 

can be freely combined to create different 

pattern formations. Using a triangular shape 

not only produces an aesthetically attractive 

look, but also effectively blocks sound 

waves.

The product is mounted using concealed 

hanging rails, allowing the panels to be 

hung either horizontally or vertically and 

offering users the flexibility to create both 

symmetrical and asymmetrical pattern 

formations.

The system’s modular construction means 

that Bits Wall can be assembled to whatever 

size the user requires

w575 x h510 x d100

WxHxD mm 

design by  Anya Sebton

Bits WallAcoustic Panels



Airwave is a module system designed to 

form a screen that can be hung up in no time, 

as the modules simply hook onto one 

another. 

The impression created by the module 

system can be varied depending on how the 

different modules are combined. 

Airwave has a body made from polyurethane 

which makes the partition sound-absorbent. 

The surface is flocked in various colours. 

The module system can easily be 

assembled/hooked up on a ceiling- or wall-

mounted rail.

AirwaveAcoustic Panels

design by  Stefan Borselius



The innovative Aircone is based on the successful Airflake, a sound-

absorbent partition with a snowflake inspired design, which was the 

first product designed by Stefan Borselius in collaboration with 

Abstracta in 2006. 

The modules are assembled together using small plastic clips, and 

each module is angled and has a tapered shape. The pattern formed 

by combining several modules can be varied in a virtually infinite 

number of ways. The angles diffuse sound waves, and the product 

thus helps create a better sound environment.. It can be hung from 

the ceiling or against the wall on an aluminium rail.

measure mm (per module)

w465 x h405 x d85 

Sound Absorbing Screen Aircone



Airflake is a sound absorbing screen made from moulded 

fiber felt. 

This modular system is built around the shape of a hexagon 

in a variety of designs and colours, which can be freely 

combined to create the screen

Airflake is fixed to aluminium rail for mounting on wall or 

to ceiling

Airflake can also be fixed directly to the wall

AirflakeSound Absorbing Screen


